
Open Air Burning  

What is Open-Air Burning? 

Open-air burning of vegetative debris is the combustion of residual material, such as branches, plant stalks and 
other pieces of vegetative residues, that is conducted outdoors and does not vent to a chimney or stack.

The Issue 

Several thousand open-air burning events of various 
sizes happen in the Metro Vancouver region each year. 
The air contaminants in smoke from open-air burning 
have a significant effect on the environment and  
human health. 

Metro Vancouver recognizes that the current site-
specific open-air burning approvals process can seem 
complicated, time-consuming and costly. A new 
regulation is proposed to make the process simpler, 
more efficient and less costly for all involved.

Background 

In September 2019, amendments to the BC Open Burning 
Smoke Control Regulation (OBSCR) came into effect. This 
regulation under the Environmental Management Act 
controls emissions from the burning of vegetative material 
associated with a variety of activities including agriculture, 
land clearing, property maintenance, and forestry. The 
amended regulation better protects human health 
and the environment and establishes the conditions 
under which open-air burning can be authorized while 
encouraging the use of alternatives to burning. More 
information on the BC OBSCR can be found on the 
provincial government’s website. 

The Environmental Management Act delegates the 
authority for air quality management within the region 
to Metro Vancouver. Open-air burning and associated 
emissions are currently authorized by Metro Vancouver 
through site-specific approvals, in addition to any 
municipal permits for fire safety. The application 
process for site specific approvals can be lengthy 
and complicated, and approvals cannot be issued 
for a cumulative period of more than 15 months for 
each site. A potential regulation is being proposed 
to manage emissions from open-air burning on an 
ongoing basis, which must be at least as stringent as 
the BC OBSCR. 

The Solution 

Metro Vancouver is developing a potential regulation 
to manage emissions from open-air burning in our 
region that will be easier to work with than the current 
site-specific approvals process. The goals are to protect 
human health and lessen impacts on the environment 
while reducing administrative and financial burdens that 
can result from the current approval process. Following 
initial engagement in 2019 and 2020, adjustments have 
been made to the regulatory proposals based on the 
feedback received.



We want to hear from you 

Your feedback is important to shape a potential regulation that  
works for everyone. We encourage you to share your comments by 
October 31, 2021. Background material, information about engagement 
opportunities and ways to provide feedback are available at  
www.metrovancouver.org (search for ‘open-air burning’).

Summary of Proposed Requirements

What is proposed? What is involved? What do the proposed requirements apply to?

Registration Register site address or renew 
registration at any time in a 
calendar year. 

Pay applicable fee

Open-air burning of clean, seasoned vegetative debris generated on-site  
within 5 km of the fire, except 

•  fires that are less than 0.6 m in height and less than 0.75 m for the largest 
horizontal dimension

•  concurrent burning of three or more piles each not larger than 2 m in height  
and 3 m for the largest horizontal dimension

•  burning of piles larger than 2 m in height and 3 m for the largest horizontal 
dimension 

• burning debris from dry land sorts 

or Burning that uses air curtain technology.

Before burning Locate burn pile to meet 
distance requirements.

No burning within 50 m of residences and businesses and 100 m of hospitals, 
schools, and community care facilities. Only burning of diseased vegetative debris 
or for community wildfire risk reduction between 50 m and 100 m from residences 
and businesses, and between 100 m and 500 m from hospitals, schools, and 
community care facilities. Burning according to varying levels of restrictions within 
defined distances from residences, businesses, hospitals, schools, and community 
care facilities

Only burn if Metro Vancouver 
Open Burning Advisory message 
indicates it is okay to start or 
continue a burn.

All burns done under proposed regulation.

Notify neighbours and  
Metro Vancouver

All burns done under proposed regulation.

Burn initiation Start burning only within  
defined hours.

All burns done under proposed regulation.

Limit burning to no more  
than 12 days per year and 6 days 
per month.

Comply with burn bans and 
municipal and fire department 
regulations.

After burning Keep records for one year. All burns done under proposed regulation.

Register property 
(once per year)

Try to minimize 
amount being 
burned

Check distance 
from receptors 
and applicable 
requirements

Notify 
neighbours 
and Metro 
Vancouver

Call MV 
Open Burning 
Advisory to 
check if OK 
to burn

Burn in 
accordance with 
requirements

Retain records 
for one year

PRELIMINARY ACTION BEFORE BURNING WHILE BURNING AFTER BURNING

Eligibility
All types of properties where open-air burning of vegetative debris generated on-site occurs: 
• using air curtain technology or 
• in up to 2 piles of 0.6 - 2 m in height and 0.75 - 3 m for the largest horizontal dimension

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED STEPS FOR COMPLYING WITH THE  REGULATION

http://www.metrovancouver.org

